
START (TENTATIVE)                 

Allison Transmission      

1 Allison Way    

South Parking Lot 

END 8 Seconds 

Saloon 111 N. 

Lynhurst  

Festival License: 12371 

NOTICE:  The 2021 Sunday’s “Big Ride” route may change but we will not be able to go around the Indianapolis Motor Speedway (IMS) this year as part of the Miracle Ride due 
to two circumstances. First, IMS has been purchased by Penske.   
Second, I want to be honest and straightforward about an incident that has impacted our privilege to be able to use the IMS track. In 2019, we had some riders who took ad-
vantage of the IMS hospitality by disrespecting the IMS yellow-shirted employees and bypassing them to take a second lap.  These riders also ignored the speed limit and reached 
speeds up to 100 mph.  This is undisputed because these riders also documented their excessive speeds by posting their escapades on U-tube, naming their videos "Miracle 
Ride."  The senior leadership of IMS was very upset with this given the potential safety and liability issues. Consequently, we were informed that they would not host us this year.   
We want to re-emphasize that our mission is to help Riley Hospital for Children heal their sick kids and provide hope for their precious patients.  We do this by rumbling past Riley 
every year to show that bikers truly care.   I had a child tell me that he was a patient at Riley when we had our Miracle Ride a few years ago.  He stated, "At that moment, I felt 
lucky to be a Riley Kid."  This young man was fighting death and "he felt lucky to be a Riley Kid."  Needless to say, I was speechless.  So, remember the reason why we do this 
every year is because "Hope DOES Happen When We Ride!"   Please watch the following newscasts of previous Miracle Rides showing that it is riding past Riley that is truly im-
portant to the Riley Kids and their families.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ne2I5kPnKWY 
We want to thank you again because it is people like you who make The Miracle Ride so successful.   

2021 TENTATIVE Route for Sunday’s 

“Big Ride” to and from Riley Hospital 
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